CHAPTER I: PRELUDE
You are praying the rosary but your thoughts leave the Hail Marys, and you hear Dana Carvey, as the character Garth Algar from Wayne's World, speak: "Did you ever find Bugs Bunny attractive when he would dress up as the girl bunny?" I've never been a smoker, but I want to try. You could die, and the fad has faded, but I wanted to try. Soda is bad for you, but I'll still drink it from time to time, even if it can clean a grill. Smoke and drink and then go for a run. Push yourself further. When is the new Bill and Ted movie coming out? These kids really love avocados. I really didn't think I would love avocado toast as much as I do. Do not watch too much TV, but Netflix has so many good shows and is bringing back so many others. I can Rituals and habits are developed from birth. Mothers enforce a feeding and bedtime ritual. This ritual for the child in turn becomes a routine for the mother. Schooling creates another ritual as you age. You arrive at the same time every day and you leave at the same time almost every day. Classes are structured using the same daily timeline. These regimes leave little room for spontaneity and routines can form as both good and bad habits. Two instances of such behaviors are brushing your teeth every morning, or taking that smoke break after the ten o'clock production meeting.
I am interested in all sorts of habits, and these play out in my work. They show up as painted imagery. These images overlap and intertwine, in obvious and less obvious ways, utilizing the techniques of thick paint or thin paint. In my work I look to a variety of habits, routines and rituals as to inform the performance of painting. My painting reflects upon habits I have whether they be religious, athletic or edible. The habit becomes a singular thought to hold onto during the making of a painting.
I use imagery to focus my attention on the act of painting as a method of daily reflection.
The images used are ones I am very critical of. I reflect upon the implications the images suggest in the painting. I find myself critical of these images as I also find myself having a secret need of wanting these spoils. These images are rooted in advertisement and I mock and 3 analyze these images as I paint. The paintings allow me to exert control over my thoughts and participation in these images in a reverent and irreverent way.
CHAPTER III: RITUALS AND ROUTINES
My upbringing was surrounded by many religious rituals. I attended Catholic school from kindergarten through high school. My family headed to church every Sunday, and on Tuesdays I would attend the novena masses with my mother. These rituals occurred every week and were permanently engraved on my weekly schedule. Religious imagery is ingrained in my memory after decades of worship, and it will always hold a place in my mind. I am consistently reminded of the Stations of the Cross, etched into the windows of Saint Timothy Catholic Church.
My spiritual upbringing has been a source of internal struggle at times. I often found myself pondering why anyone didn't find it strange when Jesus claimed bread to be "his body?"
No one cracked a joke? No one thought maybe he was beginning to fall off this rocker? No one thought maybe claiming to be the "Son of God," was going a tad too far? While I would refer to myself as a Catholic by faith, there are certain aspects I question.
Hygienic routines are established before we can even hold our heads up. Brushing our teeth, changing our underwear daily, and washing our hair and showering are ingrained in our being. These actions are considered the standard of basic cleanliness. I remember when a study was produced indicating it was better for hair not to be shampooed daily. People were in disbelief because it went against their basic principles of cleanliness. I liken this to the coffee is good/is not good for you research. The how clean is too clean; the what if I don't floss and get a cavity personal dilemmas of the mind. These thoughts consist of a daily routine and carry many health implications. They are more of a physical need than a spiritual need. You can forget to go to mass on a holy day, but if it's an honest mistake-the church claims you are saved by Jesus. If you forget to brush your teeth for a week-you could welcome the gum disease gingivitis.
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Keeping a healthy routine that involves exercise maintains a healthy body. Exercise is a habit and routine that can also manifest in a spiritual. I find running to be meditative in nature.
There are these moments in running a race, or taking your daily run, where the mechanisms of the body take over and your hit autopilot. You know the terrain and you've been running the same terrain for years. The world seems to melt away and you can focus on the real important things in life: what am I wearing tonight?
Smoking, even after research proved how deadly it was for the body, still appealed to consumers through clever, sexually provocative advertising. The bad suddenly became a necessary want for the consumer. It was glamourous to smoke and even while the advertising has diminished, cigarette companies still have a consumer market. This is similar to the consumption of soda. Sure, it can clean a BBQ grill, but the fizz in my mouth is glorious. Is it Pepsi or Coke? Pepsi has gone back to the original formula. Coke is using new sugar. Taste the difference.
Then there are our basic needs of food, shelter and clothing. Humans cannot survive without nourishment, we cannot weather a storm without shelter, and with no clothes on our back we are sure to succumb to the elements. These needs are necessary for survival and almost invisible to those who easily have access to all three.
CHAPTER IV: COMMERCIALISM OF ROUTINES
While we could live on considerably less, society dictates a commercial want for more material goods. You could have a grilled cheese for lunch. You could also make the grilled cheese on artisan bread, with avocado and chimichurri. You could also get the 24K gold, grilled cheese found at the Chicago Ritz Carlton for $100.00. In no way is a literal golden grilled cheese necessary, but that does not mean it is not intriguing enough not to eat. No matter how focused a person is, thoughts of the day creep into the mindset of every individual. Distraction is an everyday occurrence and no matter how anchored the thought or 7 action is, the mind is never silent. Culture today constantly bombards us with advertisement and a constant variety of entertainment in the form of movies, television, and music. The internet has made the immediate accessibility to media a reality. People try to find moments of silence in our morning coffee, afternoon smoke, drink or prayer; however, how achievable is this notion?
Society is blessed with the constant connectivity available through our phones, the internet, and phones equipped with the internet. Is true freedom of thought really achievable in this day and age? Scenes of television shows, or storylines of books can play on repeat in our minds. Jingles from commercials, both present and past, can play on repeat in your mind for hours. Information is ready and accessible at our fingertips at all times.
If you are a parent, the constant stream of daily responsibilities flood your mind.
Are the kids feeling alright? What did they eat today? What bills are due?
Right now, our basic needs and tastes are directed towards a desire for "good" health.
By focusing on these desires and routines in my paintings I am creating my own advertisement of the daily consumptions and necessities we are bombarded with that are so natural and every day in our society. This constant bombardment of advertisement, and commodity masked as a standard routine has been ingrained subconsciously to influence the culture and mindset of anyone. Being a product of the digital age has opened the doors for cleverly disguised advertising and subliminal tactics masquerading as daily necessity. The paintings reflect this bombardment in the imagery depicted. These images can act as the routine, or the "distractive" imagery in the paintings. Each habit, ritual, and routine image chosen is started by pre-mixing a palette of the essential colors needed to truly reflect the image. Each color is pre-mixed and set on my palette using cups. I keep other colors nearby to tweak the main palette as indicated by the progression of the painting. I like to block in large shades of color first. I create a loose, watered down underpainting at first to measure out the initial image onto the canvas. As the painting progresses, more opaque layers of color are added in larger areas. The distractions are added as they become conscious in my mind. They manifest in larger, sometimes less worked areas of the painting. I go back to completing the original image as I refocus my mind on the ritual. I use mediums or add water in with certain colors during this process to spread the color over the larger space. The paints' added liquidity allows the paint to take on a life of its own in drips and stains.
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I use a variety of brush sizes and textures to create many different brush marks. The softer bristles allow a smoother defined line, where as a brush with the rougher bristles creates a texture within the brush mark.
These paintings begin with a carefully selected image representing a routine. These painting serve as a performance piece in paint, to create a routine thought and image onto canvas before it is lost to other thoughts and distractions. When the routine is inevitably disrupted the initial image is interrupted, and the new imagery or desire is now the center thought. This thought becomes painted either in haste or as a new conversation within the painting. 
What have they eaten today? What books are they enjoying recently? Thoughts of avocados dance in my brain. Then the every daunting question, who pooped? This is reflected as I paint a diaper on the painting.
Routines, and rituals can be hard to stick with throughout the day. You can become derailed from any activity by a phone call, or an illness. A break in the routine or ritual can derail the activity for a week or even years. You can miss mass on Sunday, and since you weren't struck down by the hand of God, maybe you miss it the next week as well. Soon the ritual can begin to unravel and it is no longer essential to your weekly routine.
The satisfaction in the paintings comes in the act of painting. The performance of the painting is a disrupted meditation that can make me laugh, or leave me frustrated. It catalogs my thoughts in paint and the chaos of my painting practice, and life as a single mother. There is no real completion to any of these paintings. Each painting captures a period of time in a diary or journal-like way.
I hope for my audience to take away something from this experience of a daily life, though it is only a small, sliver of a singular life created on canvas, for view in my world.
Perhaps they will find a connection in the similarity of their own routines, rituals and habits. The viewer should feel consumed by their presence given the large scale of the paintings. They should enter the painting confused and slowly be find the poise within each painting.
CHAPTER VII: PAINTINGS
The six panel painting, "Somethings You Can Do with Your Mouth", initially draws upon the habit of smoking and drinking Pepsi. These modern, classic, bad habits were once sexualized in advertising and hold the focus of the painting. I chose these two images which show a woman, similarly composed in within each advertisement, dressed in sunglasses, holding a long rectangular straw or cigarette in her mouth. I chose two images to rotate per panel because I wanted this to be a multi-paneled painting.
I was focused on the act of painting the habit when I began each panel; however, certain thoughts kept distracting me during their creation. These thoughts included much reference to avocados because my children have a taste for avocados and I incorporated that reference into the painting. That morning I additionally found ten dollars, in quarters, on the ground. That reference also require incorporating in the painting. The painting is a battle between my attempt to stay focused on the task at hand and these active interruptions.
The paintings are full of activities which pop out: line drawn, neon rollerblades in pairs, the Wu-Tang Clan logo, and a numerous flamingos. These represent the thoughts I encountered while painting these panels. I was listening to Brandon Flower's "Flamingo," in addition to the Wu-Tang Clan's greatest hits. I reminisced about my trip to Las Vegas, which took place years ago and kept reminding myself how badly I need a vacation. I became consciously aware which thoughts crept into my mind, and I cut a flamingo shape out of cardboard to use as a stencil.
I utilized both the positive and negative shapes of the stencil and used spray paint to really capture how often I was listening to this music and how constantly I was thinking about the need for a vacation. I was reminded about the bananas my children ate for breakfast, which led to the thought of their sassy banana toothbrushes and how the toothbrushes make me laugh.
All of these wonderful, random thoughts are depicted in this painting. This is similar in style to the painting, "He Must Be Swimming in Women."
In "He Must Be Swimming in Women" the imagery reflected in the painting is an advertisement for goggles, however as it was painted as thoughts of avocados reappeared in my mind. I counted how many avocados the children ate in the past two weeks, and painted the avocados as they held focus in my mind. I was reminded, in addition to the avocados, of a conversation I had with my professor. I needed to make certain I had a record of deadlines written down so I do not fall behind in my work. I refocused on the swimmers and began to find similarities in the Pepsi advertisements compared to the goggles composition, and incorporated the inspiration into the painting, adding a Pepsi can from memory and a straw entering his mouth. influence is one that is captured in the digital age. These routines and habits, whether they are spiritual or necessity, influence our daily lives. While they are essential to any life, the lifestyle chosen is one influenced by status, commodity and even the lack there of.
The large scale of these paintings emphasize the brush strokes and process to properly showcase the speed of the painting. It showcases my rushed demeanor to ensure I capture the thought stream during any ritual or distraction occurring at the time.
My paintings reflect my own influences, brought on by my mundane daily routines. I cannot expect a viewer to immediately figure out that these paintings are a journal or daily log of my thought process.
